This is dependent on your readiness and
acceptance, moving beyond belief systems, moving
into the deep awareness that you have when you
connect precisely to the point of light known as your
point of origin and connected deeply into the
creative essence of everything.
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Omega Communications Portal Transmissions

Welcome to this new session of energy and
information
coming
through
the
Omega
Communications Portal for you, for everybody, and
to enable the deepest experience, of course, it is up
to you to open your mind, relax your body and let
yourself travel in your light body – the light essence
of you - to come with me into the receiving area of
the Station of Light here in this extra dimension
existing with the planet.
This is how we begin this session today.

It is a matter of you preparing yourself to undergo
changes and already many of you are aware that
you have been experiencing changes. These
changes will manifest in improvement in your body,
clarity of mind, of focus, it may manifest as impulses
to share the information which you bring forth into
the planet from before you were presented into this
life form that you have.

“Even as you have gathered here today, Beloved,
Orem addressing you, we are able to also explain
that you have been in a series of time shifts over the
last few days preceding this session. Also, if you
listen to this session at any other time date as you
know it, you will continue to experience the energy.
It is all about the energy improving you, expanding
your awareness and helping you to assimilate the
rays of higher frequency patterns surrounding the
planet, for the purpose of enhancing the vitality and
the pure essence of each and every one of you.
This is necessary and essential so that you maintain
your presence very strongly on planet Earth system
because you are the ones who are changing the
course of evolution. You are the ones who are
changing the civilisation.
The importance is upon your intention and how you
would wish to bring in light, love and joy into you and
into your surroundings.
This is part of the mission of how we share
ourselves with you and all of which we are able to
bring forward to you and this comes in the way of
energy, it comes in the way of support for you, it
comes in the way of various galactic Beings making
themselves known to you.

All of this is knowledge you have. The reminder
serves to trigger some of the memories you hold
which go beyond what you may refer to as inherited
memories. These are memories of where you
existed with many greater abilities and functions
and these are those which you chose to bring close
to you into the current civilisation, when it is
appropriate to use them. It is always appropriate to
use them when you are filled with happiness, joy,
love – all of the higher frequency patterns natural to
your light essence self.
I turn around here and allow another presence to
communicate with you. “

“I come forward to be with you. I am known as
Mineeta and it is my joy again to restore you into the
memory of working with us and being aware of our
presence as we exist beneath the surface of planet
Earth. We remind you also that we exist beneath the
surface of other planets in your current star system.
We are present here with Earth for the purpose of
holding the frequency patterns that come into the
Earth and we are able to use these to stabilise some
of the conditions around the Earth and it is also to
facilitate the movement of Earth as it transitions into
a clearer space of light and this is a state you could
refer to it as another state of consciousness. It is
another dimensional state and the preparation you
have been receiving is to enable you to also exist
consciously in that dimensional state of an
enhanced civilisation, as you know it. This exists
around you.
This is important for you to realise. It is important as
you know, you are only aware of this when you are
in a heightened energy state.
We are also able to facilitate from within areas of
existence within the planet that which you would
refer to as restorative energy vibration. We are
making this known to you.
Even as you are with me in my existence, you will
be aware that changes are happening throughout
your energy system as you are present here. There
are still patterns which are visible to us here and you
will be aware of them also which need to be
withdrawn from your entire energy being and
pattern, so that when you integrate back into your
physicality you will notice the difference.
Some of you have carried discordant patterns that
have become apparent and entangled into your
current energy systems and these have been
distorting your perceptions and distorting how the
energy framework is intended to create and
recreate the healthy physical unit for you. Merely
being within this energy system is helping you.

It is another way. There are many Beings who assist
in accordance with what is appropriate for you for
them to reveal as a pattern to enhance you, but
there is the underlying pattern referred to as
entanglements or distortions that need to be cleared
before the full impact of the higher frequency of the
light patterns can fully function for you.
This is what I needed to explain to you at this time.
I now return you back to the Station of Light and I
withdraw now. Thank you. “

Thank you. Lani speaking to you again and I am
seeing Mineeta still with you, touching you with a
loving hand of light on your central heart energy
system and I can see the result of that, because
what I see is the energy flowing directly into your
entire light body present here. This seems to be the
vehicle that carries it back into your physical form.

Again, in this Station of Light your biosphere of
energy becomes apparent. Perhaps it is being
enhanced in that way as well.
This is all for this session for you to absorb. It carries
a great depth to it which exists in the spaces
between the words, so allow yourself to realise this,
to accept it and to now bring it back to integrate in
your physical body.
Take a breath in to allow that to take place and as
you breathe out be aware that it is a continuation of
the clearance that Mineeta assisted you with.
Mineeta is one of the Agarthan Beings existing
within our planet.
This is all for now and I end this session through the
Omega Communications Portal and you will be
welcome again to share these sessions with us.
Do make sure you are fully focused back in this
present body and the current time, fully connected
to Source Energy and the true essence of you.

Lani
The appearance in the Station of Light today is one
of celebration. This arises from the recognition of
the energy which has been absorbed around the
planet. It is an energy which I am perceiving as –
bio-plasma energy is the phrase which comes to
mind - and that has been enhanced by some
particular rays which have been surrounding the
planet as well. It seems to be an infusion into an
overlaying network. It is expansive and it gives me
a great sense of joy – peace – knowing that we are
absorbing a clearer pattern of light that is above – it
comes in from above our atmosphere and the layers
surrounding the planet. Do they call it stratosphere
and perhaps beyond that? This is where the higher
energy surrounds the Earth first and this is what we
are tapping into, above everything that is
manifested here on Earth.
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